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This paper concerns exponentially bounded C-semigroups and semi- 
groups of operators in a Banach space X. 
Recently Davies and Pang [l] introduced the notion of an exponentially 
bounded C-semigroup and characterized the generator of an exponentially 
bounded C-semigroup. On the other hand, Miyadera [7] discussed the 
complete infinitesimal generator of an exponentially bounded C-semigroup, 
and Tanaka [14] has characterized the complete infinitesimal generator of 
an exponentially bounded C-semigroup. 
There are many important works on semigroups of linear operators. 
(For example, see [4, 5, 12, 161.) Extending the notion of (C,)-semigroups, 
Oharu [9] introduced the semigroups of classes (Cc,,), k = 0, 1,2, . . . . and 
Da Prato [2] and Sobolevskii [13] introduced the semigroups of growth 
order c( 2 0. Generation theorems for semigroups of these classes have been 
studied in [2, 9, 10, 131. 
Our first purpose is to clarify the relationship between semigroups and 
exponentially bounded C-semigroups. It is shown that if {T(t); t 2 0} 
is a semigroup and C is an injective bounded linear operator with dense 
range satisfying r(t)C= CT(t) for t > 0 and R(C) c C= (xEX; 
lim r-o+ T(r)x = x}, then {CT(t); t 2 0) is an exponentially bounded 
C-semigroup whose complete infinitesimal generator is equal to that of 
{T(t); t 2 0). In particular, if { r(t); t k 0} is a semigroup of class (C,,,) or 
of growth order ~1, then {CT(t); t 2 O> becomes an exponentially bounded 
C-semigroup with a suitable C and its complete infinitesimal generator 
coincides with that of {T(t); t 2 O}. 
Our second and main purpose is to study the generation of semigroups 
via the theory of exponentially bounded C-semigroups. We shall charac- 
terize the complete infinitesimal generator of a semigroup {r(t); t 2 0} 
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satisfying Z’(t)C = CT(t) for t > 0 and R(C) c C, where C is an injective 
bounded linear operator with dense range. It follows from this that the 
known generation theorems for semigroups of the above-mentioned classes 
are obtained in a unified way. 
This paper consists of five sections. Section 1 contains some basic 
notions used in this paper. In Section 2, the relations between semigroups 
and exponentially bounded C-semigroups are studied. In Section 3, the 
generation of semigroups is discussed via the generation theorem for 
exponentially bounded C-semigroups. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the 
application of our main theorem to semigroups of the classes mentioned 
above. Oharu’s generation theorem for semigroups of classes (C,,,) and 
Okazawa’s generation theorem for semigroups of growth order CI > 0 are 
derived from the point of view of the generation theory for exponentially 
bounded C-semigroups. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space and let B(X) be the set of all bounded linear 
operators from X into itself. A one-parameter family {T(t); t >, O> in B(X) 
is called a semigroup if 
r(t + s) = T(t) T(s) for t, s > 0, T(0) = I (the identity), (1.1) 
for every x E X, r(t)x is continuous in t > 0. (1.2) 
Let { r(t); t 2 0} be a semigroup. It is known [IS] that o0 = 
lim,,, t-’ log II T(t)11 exists and - 00 < w. < + 03. This w. is called 
the type of {T(t); t>O}. We define the infinitesimal generator A, of 
{T(t); t20) by 
A,x= lim (T(h)x-x)/h 
h-tot (1.3) 
whenever the limit exists. If A, is closable, the closure 2, is called the 
complete infinitesimal generator (hereafter abbreviated to c.i.g.) of the 
semigroup. The set 
z= jxex; ,lJ+ T(t)x=x} 
called the 
go=” 
continuity set of {T(t); t 20). We see that 
SF e-“’ 
f, o T( t)[X] c Z and if 2 > o0 then the Laplace integral 
T(t)x dt exists for every x E ,Z. 
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LEMMA 1.1 [6, Lemma 2.11. Let {T(t); t>O} be a semigroup. Zf X,, is 
dense in X and if there exists an w > w0 such that for each 2 > o there is an 
operator R(1) E B(X) with the properties 
(u) R(l)x = s; e -“‘T(t)x dt for x E X0 and 
(p) R(A) is injectiue, 
then the c.i.g. 2, exists and R(A) = R(I; A,) z (A -a,)-’ for A> w. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A semigroup {T(t); t L 0) is said to be of class (Cc,,), 
where k is a nonnegative integer, if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(aI) x0= U,,o T( t)[X] is dense in X, 
(a2) there exists an o> o0 such that for each ,4>w there is an 
operator R(A) E B(X) satisfying 
R(/Z)x = jOa e-“‘T(t)x dt for x E X,, and R(1) injective, 
(a3) D(A“) c C, where A is the c.i.g. of (T(t); t 3 0) and A0 3 I. 
Remark. Note that (ai) and (al) imply the existence of the c.i.g. A and 
R(A) = R(A; A) (the resolvent of A) for 2 > o. (See Lemma 1.1.) 
It follows from the definition that (Cc,,) c (Cc,+ ii) for each k and the 
class (C,,,) is nothing else but the class (Co). We refer to [9] for more 
detailed properties of the classes (C,,,). 
DEFINITION 1.2, Let CI B 0. A semigroup {T(t); t Z 0} is said to be of 
growth order CI if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(b,) xo= l,Jr>o T(t)[X] is dense in X, 
(b,) if T(t)x=O for every t>O then x=0, 
(b,) IIt”T(t)ll is bounded as t&O+. 
It is easily seen that a semigroup is of class (Co) if and only if it is of 
growth order 0. Every semigroup of growth order CI 3 0 has the c.i.g. We 
refer to [lo] for further information on semigroups of growth order 01. 
Let C be an injective operator in B(X) with dense range R(C) in X. 
A one-parameter family {s(t); t > 0} in B(X) is called an exponentially 
bounded C-semigroup (hereafter abbreviated to C-semigroup) if 
S(t + s) C = S(t) S(s) for t, s > 0, S(0) = C, (1.4) 
for every x E X, S( t)x is continuous in t > 0, (1.5) 
there exist ME [0, co) and a~ (-co, co) such that 
llS( t)ll < Me”’ for every t 2 0. (1.6) 
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In particular, if C = I then every C-semigroup becomes a semigroup of class 
(CO). 
Let {S(r); t b 0} be a C-semigroup. We define an operator G in X by 
D(G)= {x~R(C);~ty+ (Cp’S(h)x-x)/h exists} 
Gx = ,&I+ (C- ‘S(h)x -x)/h for x E D(G). (1.7) 
LEMMA 1.2 [ 1, 71. G is densely defined and closable, and 
(A-c)L,x=Cx for xEXandA>a 
LL(2 - G)x = cx for x E D(C) and A > a, 
(1.8) 
where G denotes the closure of G and L,x z lz e-“S(t)x dt for x E X and 
1. > a. Consequently h - c is injective for 2 > a. The closure G is called the 
complete infinitesimal generator (c.i.g.) of the C-semigroup {S(t); t 3 0). 
In [ 11, Davies and Pang have introduced the generator 2 of a 
C-semigroup {S(t); t 2 0) by 
zx = (A. - L,T ‘C)x for XED(Z)= { XE X; CXE R(Lj~)}, 
where A > a, and they have investigated the character of the generators of 
C-semigroups. On the other hand, the authors have discussed the c.i.g. of 
C-semigroups in [7, 143. The c.i.g. G and the generator Z of a C-semigroup 
satisfy the relations 
GCZ and CIGC=Z. We CL 71.1 
But it is not known that the c.i.g. is equal to the generator. In the next 
section it is shown that the c.i.g. of every C-semigroup coincides with the 
c.i.g. of the corresponding semigroup (see Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). This is 
the reason why we consider the c.i.g. of C-semigroups. 
Finally we note that a family of operators (S(t); t 3 0} is a C-semigroup 
if and only if it is an R-semigroup of exponential growth in the sense of 
Da Prato [3]. He introduced the infinitesimal generator A of {S(t); t > 0) 
by Ax=C-‘S’(O)x for XED(A)E(XEX; S’(O)x=lim,,,+(S(h)x-Cx)/ 
h E R(C)} and derived some results on the infinitesimal generator. It is seen 
that the infinitesimal generator A coincides with the generator Z 
introduced by Davies and Pang. 
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2. SEM~GROUPS AND C-SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we investigate certain relations between semigroups and 
C-semigroups. 
We start with the following 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {T(t); t&O} b e a semigroup and let C bC an injective 
operator in B(X) with dense range. Suppose that T(t) C = CT(t) for every 
t > 0 and R(C) c C, where C is the continuity set of { T(t); t 2 01. Then 
(i) A, is densely defined and closable, where A, is the infinitesimal 
generator of (T(t); t 2 0). (See [ 111.) 
(ii) Set S(t)=CT(t) for t>O. Then {S(t); t>O} is a C-semigroup 
and 2, is the c.i.g. of {S(t); t 20). 
Proof. We first prove that {S(t); t >, 0) is a C-semigroup. Clearly, 
S(t)EB(X), S(t)S(s)=S(t+s)C for t,s>O, S(O)=C, and S(t)x is 
continuous in t>O for every XEX. By R(C)cC, lim,,,, S(t)x= 
lim r-O+ T(t) Cx = Cx for every x E X. 
Let q, be the type of (T(t); t 3 0) and let a > q,. Then there is a to > 0 
such that 11 T(t)11 ,< eU’ for t 2 I,. Since ,S(t)x is continuous in t 2 0 for every 
x E X, by the uniform boundedness principle there exists a constant K> 0 
such that IIS(t)ll <K for 0~ 1 d to. Putting M= max((ICl/, Ke’“l’“}, we 
obtain llS(t)ll < Me”’ for t 2 0. Therefore (S(t); t > 0} is a C-semigroup. 
Let G be the c.i.g. of {S(t); t>,O). By (1.8) 
(2-117-l Cx=IO= eei’S(t)xdt=JOm e-“T(t)Cxdt 
for A > a and n E X. We want to show that 
X,cD((A-G)-‘) and (A-G)-’ x = O” e-“T(t)x dt (2.1) s 0 
for XEX~ and A> a, where X0- Ur,O T(t)[X]. To this end, let XEX and 
h > 0, and choose Cy, with lim, _ m Cy, = n. Then for A> a 
(A-c)-‘T(h)Cy, (=(2-G)~‘CT(h)y,)=~o~e-“‘T(t+h)Cy,dt. 
Noting that j; e-“T(t + h)Cy, dt + s; e-“‘T(t + h)x dt as n + ~0, we 
have 
T(h)xED((A-G)-‘) and (A-G)-’ T(h)x=joa e-“‘T(t) T(h)xdt 
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Now, for every I > wO, we define an operator R,(A) on X,, by 
Ro(i)x=Joz e-“‘T(t)xdt for xf~.Y,. (2.2) 
Then (2.1) implies that (% - G))’ I R,(I) for A > a. Hence R,(A) is 
closable, (I+ - G)) ’ 3 R,(A), and m is injective for A > a. It follows from 
[IS, Lemma 3.11 that A, is closable and A,= A- R,(A))’ for A>a. 
Combining this with (A - G) ~ ’ 2 R,(A) for A > a, we obtain G 3 A,. 
On the other hand, G c A, because C ‘S(t) = r(t), and hence A, is 
densely defined and G c A,. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be the c.i.g. of a semigroup {T(t); t > 0) of class 
(Cc,,) and c > o, and set C= R(c; A)“ and S(t) = CT(t) for t > 0. Then 
{S(t); t 2 0) is a C-semigroup and its c.i.g. is equal to A. 
In fact, R(c; A)k E B(X) is injective and R(R(c; A)!+) = o(Ak) is dense in 
A’. Next, for t > 0, R(c; A) T(t)x = j; e-““T(s) T(t)x ds = T(t) 1; epcST(s)x 
ds = T(t) R(c; A)x for x~X, by (a2) in Definition 1.1 and hence R(c; A) 
T(t) = T(t) R(c; A) by (ai). This implies k(c; A)k T(t)= T(t) R(c; A)k for 
t > 0. Finally, R(R(c; A)k) CC by (a3). The result follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be the c.i.g. of a semigroup {T(t); t >, 0} of growth 
order c( >O and c>oO, and set 
cxz’ m n n! i‘ t ep”‘T(t)xdt for x~X, o 
where o0 is the type of { T(t); t 3 0} and n is the integral part of U. (Note 
that CEB(X).) Putting S(t)=CT(t) for t>O, we have {s(t); t>,O} is a 
C-semigroup and its c.i.g. is equal to A. 
Indeed, by [lo, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.31, C(c- A)“+l x=x for 
xcD(A”+’ ). This implies that R(C) is dense in X, because D(A”+ ‘) is 
dense in X by [ 10, Lemma 3.43. To show that C is injective, let Cx = 0, i.e., 
fc Ye -“T( t)x dt = 0. Then we have that 
err I sc (t-s)“ep”T(t)xdt=jY t”e-“‘T(t + s)x dt s 0 
t”e?‘T(t)x dt = 0 for s > 0. 
Hence 
5 m (t-s)neP”T(t)xdt=O for every s>O. s 
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Differentiating this n + 1 times with respect to s we obtain T(s)x = 0 for 
every s > 0, so that x= 0 by (b,) in Definition 1.2. Thus C is injective. 
Obviously, r(t) C = CT(t) for t > 0. 
Finally we show R(C) cZ. Let c> o > w,,. Then by (b3) there exists 
a constant M> 0 such that 1) r(s)/1 < h4ews/sa for s > 0, so that 
I( r(t + s)ll d Me”OoleOs/soL for s > 0 and 0 < t Q 1. Now, the convergence 
theorem implies 
lim T(t)Cx=,Fy+ $ jm sne-‘T(s+t)xds 
r-o+ . 0 
1 cI_ =- 
s n! 0 
s”eC”“T(s)x ds= Cx for every x E X, 
i.e., R(C) c Z. The conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. It has been shown in Cl, Section 41 that the c.i.g. A of { r(t); 
t>O} in Example 2 is contained in the generator of {S(t); t>O}. 
As a converse of Theorem 2.1 we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be the c.i.g. of a C-semigroup {S(t); t > O}. Assume 
that there exists a dense linear subset E of R(C) which satisfies either of the 
following: 
Cd) SUP.r#O,.~~E Ilc-'s(tbil/llxll is bounded on [F, I/E] for every 
E E (0, 1); 
(d’) For every E E (0, 1) and x E E, there exist M, > 0 and 1, = ,I,(&, x) 
such that Iln”(i - A))” XII d M, llxll for A> il, and m with m/A E [E, l/s], 
where M, is independent of x E E. 
Then we have 
(i) C-‘S(t) E B(X) for t 2 0, and for every E E (0, 1) there exists a 
constant M, > 0 such that IlC’S(t)il < M, for t E [E, l/s]. 
(ii) rfwe define T(t) by 
T(t) = C’S(t) for t 20, (2.3) 
then {T(t); t30) is a semigroup satisfying T(t) C = CT(t) for t > 0 and 
R(C) c Z, where C is the continuity set of {T(t); t 2 0}, and A is the c.i.g. 
of {T(t); t>O}. 
Proof: We first show that (d’) implies (d). By [14, Theorem 1.31 
S(t)x= lim (m/t)m (m/t-A)-” Cx for xEXand t>O 
??I-ac 
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and hence 
C’s(t)x = lim (m/t)m (m/t-A)-” x for x E R(C) and t > 0. (2.4) 
m-m 
Let XE E and E E (0, 1). If (d’) is satisfied, we see from (2.4) that 
IlC-‘s(t)xil <M,ilxll for TV [E, l/s] and hence (d) holds. 
Now, suppose that (d) is satisfied. Set 
M,= sup c sup 11~~1~~~~~11111~111~~~~ for E E (0, 1). 
r:<r< l/& XZO,X~E 
Let XEX and choose X,EE with lim,,, x,=x. Then {C~lS(t)~n} is a 
Cauchy sequence and lim, _ ~ S(t)x,, = S(t)x for every t > 0. By the closed- 
ness of C’, s(t)x~R(C) and lim,,, C’S(r)x,=C~‘S(t)x. Therefore 
(i) holds. 
We define T(1) by (2.3). It is easy to see that T(t + s) = T(t) T(s) and 
r(t)C=CT(t) for t,s>O. By lim,,,, T(t)Cx=lim,,,+ S(t)x=Cx for 
x E X, we see that R(C) c Z and then 
x0= u iYt)CU is dense in X. (2.5) 
r>o 
Moreover, since R(C) is dense in X, (i) and (2.3) imply that T(r)x is 
continuous in t > 0 for every x E X. Thus { T(t); t 2 0} is a semigroup. 
Let A, be the infinitesimal generator of {T(t); t 2 0). By Theorem 2.1, 
2, = A, which means that A is the c.i.g. of {T(t); t b O}. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Our proof implies that condition (d’) in Theorem 2.2 may be 
replaced by the following weaker condition 
(d”) for every E E (0, 1) and x E E, there exist M, > 0 and A, = AO(s, x) 
such that IIAmk(A - A))mk x(1 d M, llxil for 1>1, and mk with 
rn,JI E [E, l/s], where M, is independent of XE E and {mk} is a sub- 
sequence of {m}. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a closed linear operator such that 
(w, co) c p(A) (the resolvent set of A) for some real w. Zf A is the c.i.g. of 
a C-semigroup (S(t); t >O} with C= R(c; A)k, where c > co, and if (d) or 
(d’) is satisfied for C= R(c; A)k, then A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup 
{c-‘s(t); t>o} of class (C(k)). 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2 and its proof, A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup 
(T(t); t>O}, X0= lJr,o r(t)[X] is dense in X (see (2.5)) and 
D(Ak) = R(R(c; A)k) c C. Moreover, Ro(n) is closable and R,(i) = R(;1; A) 
for A>max{a,w,,o}. Therefore { r(t); t > 0} is a semigroup of 
class (C,,,). Q.E.D. 
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3. GENERATION OF SEMIGROUPS 
The main result in this paper is stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be an injective operator in B(X) with dense range 
R(C) in X, and let A be a densely defined closed linear operator in X. 
Suppose that 
(e,) there is a real a such that 2 -A is injective for ,I > a, 
(ez) (2 - A))’ C E B(X) for j 2 1 and 2 > a, and there exists a positive 
constant M such that 
Il(il--A)-‘Cl1 <M/(2-a)’ for j>l andi>a, 
(e3) (A-A))‘Cx=C(i-A))‘xforx~D((1--A))’)andIU>a, 
(e,) C(D(A)) is a core of A. 
Moreover, assume that there is a dense linear subset E of R(C) which 
satisfies either of the following: 
(es) there exist an integer p>O and a function cp: [0, 00) x E + 
[0, co) such that 
s 
cc 
e -Aftpcp(t, x) dt < cc 
0 
and 
1 cc 
lItA-A)Yxll Gtrn- 1J! i e -AY’-‘cp(t, x) dt o 
for x~E, i>a andmap+l, and 
SUP cp(t, x)/llxll is bounded on [E, l/&l for every E E (0, 1); 
X#O,XEE 
(e;) for every E E (0, 1) and x E E there exist M, > 0 and A, = AO(.z, x) 
such that Iln”(J. - A)-” x1( GM, llx/l for I > & and m with m/1 E [E, l/c], 
where M, is independent of x E E. 
Then A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup { T(t); t 2 0} satisfying the properties 
(fI) CT(t) = T(t)C for t 20, 
(f-2) x0= u,>o T( t ) [ X] is dense in X, 
(f3) rfT(t)x=Ofor all t>O then x=0, 
(f4) R(C)cZ= {xEX; lim,,,, T(h)x=x}. 
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Moreover, { T(t); t 2 0} is determined by 
cc fn~2rn 
T(t)x= lim ePi.’ c ~(i-A)-“x 
L * cc m=O . 
= lim for x E R(C) and t 3 0, (3.1) m-a: 
where the convergence is uniform with respect to t in every bounded subset 
of [O, co ) for every x E R(C). 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we use the following generation theorem for 
C-semigroups. 
THEOREM 3.2 [ 14, Theorem 2.11. An operator A is the c.i.g. of a 
C-semigroup {S(t); t > 0} with IlS( t)ll < Me”’ if and only if 
(Al ) A is a densely defined closed linear operator in ,I’, 
(A2) i - A is injective for L > a, 
(A3) (3.-A)-“C~ll(X)and II(L-A)-“CII<M/(%-a)“‘form>l 
and ;1>a, 
(A4) (A--A)-‘Cx=C(l-A)-‘xfor x~D((2--A)-‘) andi>a, 
(A5) C(D(A)) is a core of A. 
The C-semigroup {S(t); t >, 0) generated by A has the following property; 
for xEX 
3c fn~2rn 
S(t)x = >.lirn% e-‘.’ 1 -(A-A)-“Cx 
m=O m! 
= iim 
m-n: (3.2) 
uniformly on every bounded subset of [0, a~). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By virtue of Theorem 3.2, A is the c.i.g. of a 
C-semigroup (S(t); t 2 0). By 
S(t)x = lim (m/t)m (m/t-A)-” Cx for xEXand t>O, 
m-cc 
C- ‘S(t)z = lim (m/t)m (m/t - A) pm z for PER and t>O. 
n, - a3 
(3.3) 
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Now, assume condition (es) and let z E E. Then 
(m/t)” O” (~i~)“‘Il(mi~-~)~‘“zll~~m~l~~ o s e -(m”)sS - ‘cp(s, z) ds(3.4) 
for m/t>a and map+ 1. If we set 
./IA z) = Jo= e -%pq$s, z) ds for A> a, 
then f”‘(l, z) = ( - 1 )‘sF e ~“.rifp~(.s, z) ds for A > a and the Post-Widder 
inversion formula [ 15 ] implies 
tpcp( t, z) = lim 
(-I)“-P-1 m-p-l m-F 
---(m-p-I)!( t ) 
Xf(m-P-1) 
( 
m-p-l 
t ,Z > (a.e. t > 0) 
=F-nm (“-J-l) mp - m-p (m- 1)...(m-p) tP (m/t)m 
(m-l)! 
7 (m’t)m >tPe-(P+‘) lim - 
m+m (m-l)! 
cc e--msi’smp ‘q$s, z) ds for a e t > 0. . . 
Combining this with (3.3) and (3.4), we have 
IICplS(t)zll d lim (m/t)” II(m/t-A)p”zlj <eP+‘cp(t, Z) (3.5) m + Lo= 
for a.e. t > 0. Let 0 < E < 1. Then, by the assumption, there exists an M, > 0 
such that q(t, y) d M, 11 yll for y E E with y # 0 and E d t d l/s. Hence 
IlC-‘.S(t)zll <ePf’MJzjl for a.e. tE [E, l/c]. Noting that llCp’S(t)zll is 
continuous in t 2 0, we obtain 
IIC-‘S(t)zll d ep+ ‘M, l/zl/ for every te [E, l/s]. 
Thus, (d) in Theorem 2.2 holds good. Condition (e;) is the same as (d’) in 
Theorem 2.2. By virtue of Theorem 2.2, A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup (T(t); 
t 2 0} with T(t) = C-Is(t) satisfying (fI), (f2) (see (2.5)) and (f4). To prove 
(f,), let T(t)x=O for all t>O. Then S(t)x=CT(t)x=O for t>O and hence 
Cx=lim,,,+ S( t)x = 0, which implies x = 0. Finally, (3.1) follows 
from (3.2). Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (1) If (e,) is assumed, then for every ZE E, 
IIC--‘S(t)zll <ep+’ cp(t, z) holds for a.e. t > 0. (See (3.5).) 
(2) Our proof shows that the sequence {m} in (e,) and (e;) can be 
replaced by any subsequence {mk} of (m}. 
(3) From property (f3) the following fact can be derived: 
(a,) there exists an o>oO such that for every A > o, Ro(l) is 
closable, its closure Ro(2) is injective, and R,(1) = (2 -A)-‘, where R,(A) 
is an operator on X0 defined by (2.2). (See [lo, Lemma 3.11 and [S, 
Lemma 3.11.) 
(4) Let C be an injective operator in B(X) with dense range. If {T(t); 
t 2 0} is a semigroup satisfying (fi) and (f4), then its c.i.g. A is a densely 
defined closed linear operator satisfying (e,)-(e,), (e,), and (e;) with 
E = R(C). (This is the converse of Theorem 3.1.) In fact, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that the c.i.g. A of ( r(t); t 3 0} exists and A is the c.i.g. of a 
C-semigroup (S(t); t b 0} defined by s(t) = CT(t). By virtue of Theorem 
3.2, A is a densely defined closed linear operator satisfying (e,t(e,). 
Note that sr e-“ll r(t)xil dt < GO and 
(A-A)p”‘x=&Jm e-“‘t”-lT(t)xdt for XEC, I>o( Boo) 
. 0 
and m B 1 (see [S, Corollary 2.31). Since R(C)cC by (f4), (es) with 
E = R(C) is satisfied. (e;) is also obtained from [8, Theorem 2.4 and 
Remark 2.51. 
4. GENERATION OF SEMIGROUPS OF CLASSES (Cc,,) 
The generation theorem for semigroups of classes (C,,,) is a direct conse- 
quence of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a densely defined closed linear operator in X and 
let k be a nonnegative integer. Assume that 
(gl) (co, co) c p(A) for some real o, 
(g2) there exists an M > 0 such that 
IIN A)” XII d MI1 - 01~“’ lIxll,c for XED(A~), I>w andm>l, 
where Il.~ll~=C~=~ liA’xll for LED, 
(g,) there is a dense linear subset E of D(Ak) which satisfies either of 
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(g3-i) there exist an integer pB0 and a function cp: [0, co) x E --+ 
[0, 00) such that i; ee”tPq(t, x) dt < 00 and IIR(2; A)” x/I < l/(m - l)! 
som e --i.rtm-‘q(t, x) dt for x E E, A>0 and mkp+l, and 
SLI~,+~,~~~ cp(t, x)/llxjl is bounded on [E, l/s] for every E E (0, 1); 
(g,-ii) for every E E (0, 1) and x E E there exist M, > 0 and 
;1,= &(E, x) such that IIi”R(2; A)” XII <M,llxll for %> &, and m with 
m/2 E [E, l/s], where M, is independent of x E E. 
Then A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup { T(t); t > 0} of class (C,,,). Moreover, 
( T(t); t 2 0 > is determined by 
m fn~2rn 
T(t)x = lim e-” c - R(l; A)” x 
1 + cxz ??I=0 m! 
= lim 
rn~‘x 
XED(A~) and t>O, (4.1) 
where the convergence is untform with respect to t in every bounded subset 
of [0, 00) for every x E D(Ak). 
Proof: Let c > o. By (g2) we have 
llR(;i; A)” R(c; A)k XII d M(1- 0))” IIR(c; A)k xllk 
=M(A-w)-” i Il(cR(c; A)-Z)‘R(c; A)kp’~II 
i=O 
<fqi-cfJy llxll 
for XEX, ;l>o and m> 1, where K=MCf=, Il(cR(c; A)-Z)‘R(c; A)k-‘ll. 
Hence for 2 > w and m 2 1 we have 
(A-A) -m R(c; A)k = R(I; A)” R(c; A)k E B(X) 
I~(~-A)-“R(c;A)~I/<K/(~-~)~. (4.2) 
This shows that under (g,), (g,), and (g3), conditions (e,) through (e,), 
(e,) or (e;) stated in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with C= R(c; A)k and a = co. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup {T(t); t > 0} 
satisfying (f2), (f,), and D(Ak) c C. Since (f3) implies condition (x1) stated 
in Remarks after the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that condition (az) in 
Definition 1.1 is satisfied. Thus { T(t); t > 0 > is of class (Cc,,). Finally, (4.1) 
follows from (3.1). Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (1) Condition (g,-ii) was proposed in the generation 
theorem for semigroups of classes (C,,,) by Oharu [9]. Condition (g3-i) is 
new. 
(2) The sequence {m } in (g3) can be replaced by any subsequence 
Imkl of {m). 
(3) If A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup { r(t); t 3 0} of class (C,,,), then 
A is a densely defined closed linear operator in X satisfying (g , ), (g2), and 
both of (g3-i) and (g,-ii) with E=D(Ak) (See [8, 93. It is easily seen that 
(gj-i) holds for the function cp(t, x)= liT(t)xll on [0, co)xD(Ak) and any 
integer p 3 0). 
5. GENERATION OF SEMIGROUPS OF GROWTH ORDER c( > 0 
In this section, we treat the following generation theorem due to 
Okazawa [lo] via the theory of C-semigroups. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let CI > 0 and A be a densely defined closed linear 
operator in X satisfying 
(i,) there is a real number o such that for I > W, R(I - A) 2 D(A”+ ‘) 
and (i-A))’ exists, where n denotes the integral part of M, 
(i2) there is an M > 0 such that 
for XE D(A”+‘), I > w, and m = k(n + 1 ), where k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(ix) D(An”) is a core of A, 
(i4) (b-A)“+ ’ is closable,for some b > o. 
Then A is the c.i.g. of a semigroup {T(t); t 3 0} of growth order CC 
Moreover, { T(t); t > 0 j is determined by 
m tmA2m 
T(t)x= lim e--I’ 1 -(&A))“x 
1-z m=O m! 
= lim 
m-m for XE D(An+‘) and t20, (5.1) 
where the convergence is uniform with respect to t in every bounded subset 
of [0, co) for every XE D(An+‘). 
409.143 2.6 
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To prove this theorem we want to show that conditions (er) through (e,) 
stated in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with C=(b-A)-(“fl)ID(A”+~), a=h, 
E=D(A”+‘), p= n, and q(t, x) = Mt~-‘ew’ IIxjI. To this end we prepare 
some lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A > w. If Ihl < A - w, then for every positive integer m, 
R(A+h)“x= f ,C,,p 1( -h)‘-“‘+’ R(A)‘+’ x for xED(A”+l), 
I=m 1 
(5.2) 
where R(A) = (A - A) ~ ’ for A. > w. In particular, if 1 hl < (A - w)/2, then the 
series on the right side of (5.2) is uniformly convergent in h. 
Proof: Let xED(A”+‘), and let I>n=[cr] and /+l=p(n+l)+q, 
where p and q are integers such that 0 d q < n and p 3 1. By (iz) 
IIR(~)‘+ ’ XII < IIR(A)p(n+‘) R(A)Y xl1 
A4 
d ‘(‘@+ ‘)--‘) IIR(~)Yxll. 
(p(n+ l)- l)! (I.-o)P(“+l)Pa 
But T(p(n+l)-or) = T(I+l-q-cc) = r(f+2-a) B(I+ 1 -q-a, 
q+ l)/Z(q+ 1) GI(l+2-cc)/(l-n-cc+l) if lb2n, which yields 
MT(l+ 2 -Lx) /-m+l 
III-W)‘+’ xl/ < llR(~)’ XII 
(f-n)! (l-n--a+ 1) oTf& (i-f3)m--x 
for 1 B 2n. This estimate implies that for every m, the series on the right side 
of (5.2) is absolutely convergent for Ihl < I - w and is uniformly convergent 
in h for IhI d (A - w)/2. The relation (5.2) is now obtained by induction. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let GL 2 1. Condition (iz) is equivalent to 
(ii) there is an M > 0 such that 
A4 
Il(~-A)r”xll G(m- I)! (npo)m-a =(m - c1) I/x(1 
for XED(A”+‘), i>w, andm>n+l. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that (iz) implies (i;). Let XE D(An+‘). By 
virtue of the second part of Lemma 5.2, we see that for every positive 
integer j, R(A)j x is differentiable in A > w and 
(d/dA) R(;i)‘x= - jR(A)j” x for A>w. (5.3) 
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Now,using(5.3)withj=k(n+l)+n(k=1,2,...)wehave 
(d/dA) R(i)k’“+ “+n x= -(k(n+l)+n)R(A)‘k+‘)‘n+“X. 
Hence by condition (i2) we obtain 
IIWL) k’n+“+nX-R(~)k’“+“+n,~,, 
<(k(n+ l)+n) sp IIR({)‘k+l”n+“~II dt 
j. 
MI-((k+ l)(n+ 1)-cr) 
’ (k(n+ ‘)+‘I ((k+ l)(n+ l)- l)! 
Mf(k(n + 1) + n -a) 1 1 
= (k(n+l)+n-l)! l(~-~)kl”+‘)+~~“-(i-w)*‘““)+..-. ~~x~~~ 
(5.4) 
The right side of (5.4) converges to zero as p, A -+ co. Thus there exists an 
element zO such that lim,, r‘ R(p)k(n+l’+n x = zO. Letting p -+ cc in (5.4), 
we obtain 
IIN~) k’n+‘)+n x-zo,, < 
MT(k(n+ l)+n-cl) II-d 
(k(n+ l)+n-l)! (]b-O)k’n+‘)+n-= for “W 
Combining this with (d/dA)(R(il)k’“fl’+“~lx/(-l)(k(n+ l)+n- l)- 
~z~)=R(~)~‘~+‘)+~ x -z. (by (5.3)), we have 
R(P) k’n+ l’+np I x 
1 L 
R(A) 
k’n+ l’+np I x 
(-l)(k(n+ l)+n-l)-pzo - (-l)(k(n+ l)+n-l)-Azo Ill 
MT(k(n+l)+n-a) 
’ (k(n+ l)+n- l)! 
({-co)1p’1pk’n+1’d5 llxll 
MT(k(n + 1) + n - 1 - a) = 
(k(n + 1) + n - 1 )! 
1 1 
x (p-_)k’n+l’+n l~~-(~~~)k’n+l’+n~l-r IIXII. 
Hence there exists an element z1 such that 
,!% 
R(P) k(n + I ’ + n ~ 1 x 
(-l)(k(n+l)+n-l)-pzo =” 1
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Letting p -+ co in the above inequality, we get 
R(l) k(n + 1) + n ~ 1 x 
(-l)(k(n+l)+n-1) 
-AZ,-z, 
II 
< 
Mf(k(n + 1) + n - 1 - a) II-d 
(k(n+ l)+n- l)! (2-m) k(n+l)+n-1-d’ 
In general, the following holds: There exist zO, zi, . . . . z, such that for 
i = 0, 1, . . . . n, 
R(l) k(n+l)+n-ix 
(-l)i(k(n+l)+n-i)(k(n+l)+n-i+l)...(k(n+l)+n-l) 
- i Y’ [JFT)!-’ II 
’ 
MT(k(n+l)+n-i-cr) llxll 
(,++ I)++ l)! (&o)~(“+‘---~ for A>o. (5.5) 
Setting i = n in (5.5), we have 
R(A) 
k(n+ I) x 
(-l)“(k(n+l))(k(n+l)+l)...(k(n+l)+n-1) 
MI-(k(n + 1) -a) lbll 
‘(k(n+l)+n-l)!(l.-w)k’“+l’~“+o 
as A+co. 
But lim, _ o. R(A)k(nf ‘) x = 0 by condition (iz). Therefore 
n An-/ 
‘+m,=o(n-l)!Z/=o 
lim C ~ 
and hence z0 = z, = . . = z, = 0. Consequently, by (5.5) 
IIW) k(n+l)+n-i XII G 
Mf(k(n+l)+n-i-cl) II-4 
(k(n+ l)+n-i- l)! (A-w)‘@+‘)+~-‘~~ 
for 0~ i<n, k= 1, 2, . . . . and i > o. Thus condition (ii) holds. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By [lo, Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.21, there 
exists R,(A)= (,-,)-(,+l)(.(,“+‘)=((,-,),+‘)-l EB(X) such that 
AR,(A)x= R,(A)Ax for x E D(A), (5.6) 
Rb(A)(b-A)“+‘x=x for XED(A”+‘). (5.7) 
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We first show that 
I/(%-A)--” R,(A)xll d 
Mf(n-a+l) 1 
___ IIXII n! (fl-o)“+l-x (i”-6)” (5.8) 
for XED(A”+‘), %>b, and rn> 1. To this end, let XED(A”+‘), A>b and 
ma 1. By (5.2) 
R,(A)x=(b-A)-‘“+1)x= 5 n+,C,(%-b)‘(%-A)-(~+“+‘)x, 
I=0 
and then the closedness of (A -A)-’ implies 
(2-A)-“R,(A)x= f n+,Cn(%-b)‘(%-A)-(m+‘+“+l’x. 
/=o 
By virtue of Lemma 5.3 
M 
ll(j.--A)--“‘~~(~)xlld(~~u))“‘+“+*~I,~On+/ n If c
T(m+f+ni- 1 -LX) 
(m+I+n)! 
x 2 
i 1 
’ IIXII. 
Noting 
r(m+I+n+ 1 -a)<f(l+n+ 1 -a) 
(m+I+n)! f(f+n+ 1) 
=(_1),(ix-n-l)(a-n-2)...(a-n-l) 
(ltn)! 
T(n---a+ I), 
we have 
for 120. 
Therefore 
ll(~-~)-” R,(A)xlI d 
MT(n-cc+]) 1 
iI! (k-w) m+n+l-r 
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MT(n-a+ 1) = 
n! (A-CO) :+,+,, (I-$y ’ llxll 
MT(n--a+ 1) 1 
=& (b-W)“+‘--= (A-m)” llxll 
d Mr(n-u+l) l ~ II-d. n! (b-,)n+‘-x (A-b)” - 
We next show that 
(A-A)-“R,(A)EB(X) 
ll(A-A)-“R,(A)II < M=(n-a+ l) 1 
for mbl and ,l>b. 
n! (b-o)“f’-a(~-b)” 
(5.9) 
Let XEX and choose x,ED(A”+‘) such that xk +x as k + co. Then 
lim k+ 3. R,(A)xk = R,(A)x and {(A-A))’ R,(A)x,} is a Cauchy 
sequence by (5.8). It follows from the closedness of (A - A)) ’ that 
R,(A)xED((A-A))‘)andlim k.m(A-A)-‘Rb(A)xk=(l-A)-‘Rb(A)x 
for 1 > b. Hence (5.8) with m = 1 implies that (5.9) holds for m = 1. By 
induction, we see that (5.9) holds for every m 2 1. 
Now, by (5.6), (A-A))‘R,,(A)x=Rb(A)(A-A) -‘x for XED((A--A))‘) 
and A> b. By (5.7), D(A”+2)cR,(A)(D(A)) (CD(A)). This shows that 
R,(A) (D(A)) is a core of A by (ij) and R(R,(A)) is dense in X. Moreover, 
by (ii) we have 
A4 
ll(n-A)r”xll d (m- I)! (nvo)m-ar r(m - cO llxll 
e 
mi.‘tm ‘(Mt -‘e”‘) llxll dt 
for XED(A”+‘), I>b, and man+ 1. 
Consequently, C = R,(A) E B(X) is an injective operator with dense 
range, and conditions (e,) through (e,) stated in Theorem 3.1 are all 
satisfied with C=R,(A), a=b, E=D(A”+‘) (cR(R,(A)), p=n and 
cp(t, x) = Mt-‘ew’ IIxII. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, the operator A is the c.i.g. 
of a semigroup {T(t); t 2 O> satisfying 
X0 z (j T( t)[X] is dense in X, 
r>o 
(5.10) 
if T(t)x=O for all t>O then x=0. (5.11) 
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For every XED(A”+‘), IIT(t)xll (=IJC~‘S(t)xII)~en+‘Mt~“e”’ ilxll for 
a.e. t > 0 (see Remark (1) in Section 3), which implies 
II r(t)ll de ” + lMt ~ ctewt for t>O. (5.12) 
By (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12), {T(t); t>,O} is of growth order CI. Finally, 
(5.1) follows from (3.1). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) It is seen that /I r(t)11 < MtPxew’ for t > 0. In fact, 
Il(mlt)” (m/t-A)V”xll 
< M tr”( 1 -cot/m)’ r(m - ci)ma 
\ 
(1 -ot/m)m tm-1)! llxll for XEWA”+‘) 
and m = k(n + 1) (k = 1, 2, . ..) by (iz) and lim,, a; r(m-cr)m’/ 
(m - 1 )! = 1. It follows from (5.1) that 
II T(t)4 = lim m=k(n+,)-x, Il(mlt)mWt-~)Yxll GMt-“f? llxll 
for x E D(A”+ ‘) and t > 0. This implies II T(t)11 < Mt -“ew’ for t > 0. 
(2) Every semigroup of growth order CI >O has a densely defined 
c.i.g. A satisfying (iI), (i;), (i3), and (id). (See [lo].) 
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